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ABSTRACT

It seemed like the maximum technically feasible cathodic efficiency for hard chromium processes had been achieved several years ago. Continued progress in technology is highly desired by both platers and industry to stay competitive. Given this, a more application specific approach seems the best way forward. This paper will present recent industry specific hard chromium technology advancements such as meeting the needs of the automotive and hydraulic industries. Examples for additional improvement potential are shown to simplify the operation and make hard chromium plating even more reliable in its specific needs for a wide range of industries served.

Introduction

The market for hard chromium plating is substantial. The key market segments involve (1) automotive shock absorbers, at captive facilities within OEMs; (2) hydraulics, at both job shop and captive facilities and (3) rotors and engineering applications, largely in the Americas and Europe at job and captive shops.

Electroplating of hard chromium from hexavalent chromium chemistry has been the mainstay technology for decades. Concerns have grown, however, regarding health and environmental problems with its use, and efforts toward developing alternatives have proceeded apace. While viable alternatives to decorative coatings have emerged, thicker hard chromium deposits have been more difficult to address. It is difficult to find a replacement that provides all of the desired performance properties obtained with hexavalent chromium chemistries.
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On a global basis, the driver in all of this is the regulatory regimen involved with the continued use of hexavalent hard chromium. The regulations issued by REACh and OSHA dictate risk reduction to a minimal level. As seen in Fig. 1, over time, reduced exposure thresholds and emission limits have spawned various technologies for risk minimization, including the use of surfactants, enhanced ventilation and dust-free chemistries. This presentation discusses further technical risk minimization measures via the use of closed system concepts. These include (1) zero-discharge horizontal continuous plating for 6-meter hydraulic bars and (2) zero-discharge, reactor cell equipment for shock absorber plating.

**Horizontal continuous plating lines for hydraulics**

There are a number of issues in hard chromium plating of hydraulic rods with conventional open tanks. As shown in Fig. 2, the plating current distribution and thus the thickness distribution is poor, leading to difficulties in mechanical post-treatment (sizing, polishing, etc.). Further, a low microcrack count density produced in this cell arrangement results in poor corrosion resistance, and nodules and micropores in the deposit pose additional problems in meeting the specified 96-250 hr of salt spray (DIN EN ISO 9227).

**System designs**

Horizontal continuous plating addresses the weaknesses associated with the traditional approach. As shown in Fig. 3, bars are run horizontally through the plating chamber and conforming anodes. The chamber is isolated from the outside, eliminating emissions and exposure. In addition, the rods are turned as they are passed through the cell, promoting uniform plate distribution. In this installation, the single plating tank contains 3000 L (790 gal.) of plating solution. The rods are run at 50 A/dm² on four tracks at a line speed of 6 m/hr, or a full capacity of 24 m/hr. Figure 4 shows various line details of the horizontal hydraulic rod plating installation.

A second modular design is shown in Fig. 5. Here the tank volume is about 14,000 L (3700 gal) for five to six plating tanks. With four to nine tracks and a line speed of 10-14 m/hr, the installation has a production capacity of 40-126 m/hr. Current densities are in the range of 50-70 A/dm².
Bath chemistry

The substitution of platinized titanium anodes for lead has led to the development of organic catalyst systems for high efficiency hard chromium plating. As shown in Fig. 6, newly developed proprietary chemistry for hydraulic rod plating has enhanced the distribution, or throw, between conforming anodes, and has increased the plating rate by 20-30%
Horizontal continuous hard chromium plating of hydraulic rods (Fig. 7) offers a closed system with zero emissions and worker exposure, in compliance with future regulations. The system has the ability to plate to size, eliminating dog-boning effects of poor plate distribution. The bath chemistry is 20-30% faster than conventional solutions, allowing higher productivity. There is logistical efficiency with the system; the plant can be fully integrated between pre- and post-grinding. Finally, the concept is fully commercial and is becoming more dominant in the 6-meter bar market.

**Improved automation for shock absorber plating**

Hard chromium plating for shocks and struts has evolved over the years (Fig. 8). Before 1950, conventional rack lines were used, with open tanks and return-type machines. Although the occupational health problems would not be addressed until later, production suffered from poor thickness distribution, which required expensive post-grinding operations, adding to already-high plating costs.

By the end of the 20th century, the health issues were being addressed and the operational standard used enclosed rack lines with platinized titanium anodes. Although the conditions outside the enclosure were clean and safe, the plating equipment inside the enclosure was contaminated with hexavalent chromium aerosols from the open tanks. Still, plating costs were reduced.

Today, emission-free technology is available to address the regulatory challenges presented by REACh. The modular system if Fig. 8, utilizes a reactor cell under vacuum. The result is zero discharge, with no air or water contamination.

In the emission-free system, there is a single rectifier dedicated to each part, eliminating part-to-part deviation. The degree of emission and exposure elimination promises compliance with any future regulations foreseen today. The precision of thickness
control and logistical efficiency yields further reduction in plating costs. Finally, the resulting coatings have been approved by major automotive OEMs for neutral salt spray performance, microcracks and thickness specifications.

Summary

In the global key market segments, there will be continued future demand for low cost, high performance, wear and corrosion-resistant coatings, such as hard chromium. With growth in zero discharge technology, the risk of using hexavalent chromium can be reduced to zero. This will allow the applicators to meet even tighter regulations, while staying competitive and improving their bottom lines. The benefits of these hard chromium coatings outweigh the risks associated with hexavalent chemistry.
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